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A. MICHAEL PERRY: Fil ing Gil ey's shoes

"My main concern is to keep the campus moving
forward for the new president."
A. Michael Perry,
Interim president

about
Perry
mixes
campus
reactions
by CHRISTINA REDEKOPP
Life! editor

by BUTCH BARKER
editor
A. Michael Perry said he has
Man;hall University to thank
for much of his happiness.
He became the first in his
family to attend "college, was
prepared for law school and
received the opportunity to
excel as aperson, all thanks to
Marshall.
"Marshall was a significant
influence on me," P.err,Y said. "I
not only benefited academically, but became well-rounded. I
got so many opportunities and
learned to be ahard worker. I
have always tried 'to give back
to Marshall to mafte sure students get those life-changing
opportunities Ihad.''
Perry said the ultimate payback will come when he takes
the office of interim president
at Marshall August 1 after
President J. Wade Gilley
assumes the presidency at the
University of Tennessee.
The University System of
West Virginia Board of
Trustees named Perry interim

president at the board of
trustees' July 16 meeting.
Perry will lead Marshall until
the next university president is
chosen.
Perry said he will keep his job
as chairman of Banc One West
Virginia, but his duties at
Marshall will be priority. He
also will remain at his Wayne
County residence and leave the
university president's house for
the new president.
"My main concern is to keep
the campus moving forward for
the new president," Perry said.
"I don't plan to make any significant changes - just to continue Gilley's role."
Gilley's shoes are some big
ones to fill, Perry said, and that
makes him abit nervous.
"Marshall has made significant forward leaps because of
Gilley," Perry said. "He has
reminded us of our roots, in the
sense of John Marshall. These
all give me anxiety but Gilley
has an excellent staff. They will
continue and will permit me to
focus on external things."
Those external affairs, Perry

photo by Diane Pottorff

A. Michael Perry, Marshall's new interim president shows some of his antiques at his Heritage
Farm and Museum in Wayne County. Perry will assume the office August 1, the same day
President J. Wade Gilley takes office at the University of Tennessee.

said, will include legislative
matters, government issues
relating to Marshall and fund
raising.
Many of Perry's colleagues
and friends said even though
he may not be able to fill
Gilley's shoes, he has the capability of doing good things at
Marshall.

Gary G.White, chairman of
the Marshall presidential
search and screening committee, who knows Perry both professionally and personally, said
the interim selection was a
good one.
"Marshall needed a person
that could bring stability to a
situation that could be unsta-

ble," White said. "Mike can definitely keep Marshall at astable pace."
Marshall: APerry family affair
Perry said he has continued
to exercise many of the beliefs
Marshall first turned him onto.
"While at Marshall, my wife
Please see INTERIM, PS

Perry will have full powers as temporary leader

by CHARLES SHUMAKER through him to the Board of sibilities rather than pnv1- served as interim president. He "No president really sees promanaging editor
Trustees and will have to bring leges", Manning said. "He is not said an interim president grams completely through, that

Although it is a temporary
situation, an interim president's role can make apermanent impact.
According to Charles
Manning, ChancelloF of the
University System of West
Virginia Board of Trustees, an
interim president has all the
powers a permanent president
does.
Manning said A. Michael
Perry will have to report

decisions required by policy to
the board.
,
As interim president, Perry
will have the opportunity to
live in the president house by
Ritter Park and also receive a
presidential salary.
Perry has rejected both of
these offers and will remain living at his home in Wayne
County. Also, Perry has agreed
to defer his salary to scholarships at the university.
"He will have mostly respon-

going to receive asalary. He is
not going to live in the president's house-, but he does have
responsibilities for the operations of the university."
Dr. Alan Gould, executive
director of the John Deaver
Drinko Library and former
interim president said, "An
interim president has all the
rights and powers as a president."
Prior to the hiring of president J. Wade Gilley, Gould

wants to continue with pro- I know of, but an interim has
grams or policies which were the opportunity to begin things
started under a previous •'6r continue things," Gould said.
administration.
"Apresident has to be able to
"You just want to keep things adjust to evolution of the situagoing, everyone pulls together tions. I think lvlichael (Perry)
so everything will go as smooth will continue with Gilley's
as possible," Gould said.
plans, I honestly don't see a
Although Perry can't be con- reason why he wouldn't."
sidered for the presidency, Gould said the title "interim" is
Manning said an interim presi- not usually afactor because peodent can make decisions based pie are just looking for leadership.
on past situations as well as
introducing new ones.
Please see POWERS, PS

Union painters take
classes on campus

ummer

by KRISTA CRAWFORD
staff writer

Athletes team up with student leaders
for first Tri-State Youth Field Day
photos by Diane Pottorff

by DIANE POTTORFF
photo editor

Children from throughout
the area got the chance
Saturday to play sports with
Herd athletes, get their faces
painted and dunk the student
body president in water.
It was Marshall's first TriState Youth Field Day, sponsored by the Student
Government Association, that
made this all possible.
Members of several Marshall
athletic teams volunteered to
help SGA members with the
activities.
The athletes also gave autoTOP:
Brandi Jacobs, student body president, prepares to graphs
and posed for pictures
get dunked at the Tri-State Youth Field Day.
with
the children.
ABOVE:
Volleyball player Michelle Sammarco paints faces Rogers
Beckett, student
for the children.

When asked, some people on
campus did not have much to
say about A. Michael Perry,
who was announced Friday as
Marshall University's interim
president, mainly because they
said they did not know much
about him yet. But they did not
voice any complaints.
"I am sure Mr. Perry will do a
fine job," Richard Badenhausen, associate professor of
English, said.
"A lot of good things have
been done while Gilley was
here and I hope it continues,''
said Jim Sinnette, who works
in the media department at the
John Deaver Drinko Library.
Afew people commented
about what they hope either
the interim president or the
new president will achieve no
matter who succeeds president
J. Wade Gilley.
Ami Peters, Charleston
junior majoring in history, said
she was concerned about the
length of an interim president
being in charge of the university.
"I think anything more than
a year would be bad," Peters
said. "I think it's good we're
having a change. I'm looking
forward to a permanent president to come in."
Chad Ellis, Charleston junior
majoring in biology said, "I'm
looking forward to anew president because I'd like to see
what a new president can do
for the internal aspects. Ithink
that needed to be conquered
before the external aspects.
[Gilley] got everything going.
They need to take alook at the
curriculum for each college they haven't revamped for a
long time."
He listed a couple of the
internal aspects as academic
and social aspects.

body vice president and member of the football team, said
the field day was a platform
idea of his and Brandi Jacobs,
president. He said he wanted
children to have the chance to
meet Marshall athletes while
providing them with fun
activities.
Beckett said getting the
athletes was difficult at first,
but he had help from Lance
West and the athletic department.
"I'm proud they committed
to it," Beckett said. "It was
kind of shaky, but I'm glad it
worked out."
"Rogers Beckett is one of
my teammates," running back
Please see FUN, P5

More than 300 students from
all 50 states and as far as Nova
Scotia came to campus last
week to participate in a program with the community and
technical college.
Sarah Chapman, coordinator
of the five-day event, said
Marshall has a contract with
the International Brotherhood
of Painters and Allied Trades
(IBP.AT) where union members
come to campus and participate in classes to either earn
credit towards an associate
degree or to receive safety and
occupational training.
"The term painters brings to
mind someone who paints a
house, but they are not like
that. Some have painted the
·Empire State Building and the
Golden Gate Bridge," Chapman
said.
Introduction to computer
technology, Intermediate computer technology, and OSHA
training are a few of the 18
courses that were offered during
theyear.
program, which is in its
fourth
Thirty percent of those who
attended where pursuing an
associate degree. The others
simply came for the technical

programs and the professional
training.
Chapman
who ares
working
. forsaidanthoseassociate'
degree use the class credits in
addition
to math
and through
science
credits they
receive
the"Since
internet.
the beginning of the
program
we havewithhadtheir
fourassostudents
graduate
ciate degree and there are
many more to follow,"
Chapman said.
She said it takes longer for
them to receive these degrees
because they are working while
attending classes.
This year's program included
avoluntary blood drive where
159 units were taken in afive hour time period.
Susie Wade,
the donor
keting
specialist
for marthe
American Red Cross, said this
broke a local record of units
taken in ashort period of time.
Some new additions included
contests with working with
glass, wood working, wood finishing and painting exhibits.
More than 400 attended that
closing ceremony July 14.
The students that attended
paid the same price for the
classes as all Marshall students. IBP.AT paid their travel
and lodging fees.
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Patch' still has
Closure for Kennedys 'hospital
dreams
aft&r divers find bodies
AQUINNAH, Mass. (AP) The bodies of John F. Kennedy
,Jr., his wife and sister-in-law
have been located in the waters
off Martha's Vineyard days
after Kennedy's plane crashed,
federal officials announced
today.
Agovernment statement did
not say exactly where the bodies were found, except that they
were at the "wreckage site of a
large portion of the fuselage."
Earlier today, government officials and family sources said
the submerged wreckage had
been located with Kennedy's
body still inside.
Asecond dive was under way
late this afternoon to recover
the bodies, Coast Guard Rear
Adm. Richard M~Larrabee and
James Hall, chairman of the
National Transportation Safety
Board, said in the statement.
Following the retrieval of the
bodies, divers were to,focus on
the recovery of the main fuselage -0f the Piper Saratoga,
which crashed Friday night.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
and his sons, ~Patrick and
Edward Jr., were brought to
the wreckage site so they could
be briefed on the recovery oper-

exceeded 5,000 feet per minute,
or about 10 times faster than
normal.
On the fourth full day of the
search, the FAA acknowledged
it was asked in a phone call
from an intern at the Martha's
Angela Catalano
Vineyard airport to help locate
Kennedy family admirer
the plane Friday night.
The caller, 21-year-old Adam
ations, the statement said.
Martha's Vineyard and then Budd,
no great
At least one autopsy was t-0 continue
to Hyannisport to urgency expressed
as he telephoned an
be conducted at Barnstable attend his cousin's wedding. FAA
in Bridgeport,
County Hospital in Bourne on Admirers of the family Conn.,station
at 10:05 p.m. Friday,
Cape Cod by the state patholo- expressed relief that the bodies FAA officials
said.
gist, according t-0 the office of were found.
He
said
called at the
Philip Rollins, Cape and "Well, that'll bring some clo- request of ahheunidentified
couIslands district attorney.
::mre, at least ... , " Angelo ple who had come to the airport
Meanwhile, Sen. Kennedy's Catalano of Sayerville, N.J., to meet Ms. Bessette.
office announced plans for a said as he visited the site of Budd asked if the agency
private Mass for Kennedy and Kennedy's apartment in
track the airplane, but
his wife is scheduled for Friday Manhattan today. "It's a could
the person at the FAA station
morning at a New York City
He had such a great questioned
him about who he
Roman Catholic church where shame.
future
ahead
of
him.
There'
s
no
was and finally said: "We don't
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis telling where he could've gone." give
information out to
prayed. An invitation-only At abriefing Tuesday, Robert peoplethis
the phone."
memorial service for Lauren Pearce, who is heading the Buddover
up, saying, "It's
Bessette is planned for
for the National not abiggave
deal."
Saturday evening at achurch investigation
Transportation
Safety
Board,
The plane had gone down
in Greenwich, Conn.
gave amore detailed explana- about
9:40 p.m. Nothing was
The plane
crashed
the approach.
done until amuch more urgent
Kennedy,
38, was
flying while
with tionAllofseemed
fine
about
34
call
was
made to the Coast
his 33-year-old wife, Carolyn miles from the airport, with the ·
2:15 a.m. by a
Bessette Kennedy, and her sis- plane descending from 5,600 Guard atfamily
friend.
ter Lauren, 34. He had planned feet to about 2,300 feet at a Kennedy
An
unidentified
FAA source
to drop his sister-in-law off on slightly faster-than-normal said in today's Boston
Globe
.rate of 700 feet per minute. that the agency was considerAbout 20 miles from the air- ing disciplinary action against
port, the plane started turning the employee
for call
not when
comingit
about
the
to the right and climbing back forward
became
clear
the
plane
was
to
2,600
feet.
After
leveling
off,
sendEdward
condolences
to the Kennedy
flew for a short time before missing.
mayPeople
mailwishing
them totoSen.
M. Kennedy'
s office atfamily
315 itbeginning
another
turn
to
the
Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.
People can also sign condolence books at the John F. right and starting "a rapid rate
Kennedy Library and Museum in Boston, and at the John. F. of descent" that may have
Kennedy National Historic Site in Brookline, Mass.
· The condolence books will be given t-0 Caroline Kennedy to
share with the family of Carolyn Bessette Kennedy and
Lauren
returnedTomto McNaught.
the library's archives, said
KennedyBessette,
Library then
spokesman

"It's ashame. He had such agreat future
ahead of him. There's no telling where he
could've gone."

Condolence book available
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Free Pregnancy Test

Prichard
Building
6th Ave.&
. . (304) 523-1212
9thSt.
:'I'~.
.
.
lJNb>d
24
Hr.
Hotline
-y
1-800-550-4900

!"'

Room 504

7thAvenue Apartments
1603 7th Ave. Furnished
with utilities and parking. I
Near
Corbly Hall
Offers
Av aiIabIe NOW!
Tri-State's
CALL 525-1717
Best Man's
Haircut
Ritter Park 1BR Duplex
Apartment with security
Still Only
·system. 1year lease.
1 quiet mature nonsmoker
preferred.
Voted
Christian landlord.
Tri-State's
No Pets. Call 522-3187
Best Barber Shop
Unfurnished 1BR effiDennis
Craig Barber Stylist D
452 5th Ave.
un1orr d ciency
Black
per month +
Same Day Appointments $300
deposit. only pay electric
Walk In's Welcome and garbage. 525-7643
1

$9.oo

2557 3rd Ave. 522-7812
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Donate plasma and earn cash at the same tune. Your
plasma is needed for life saving products and you can
earn S3.i each week plus cash bonuses.
And...il ,·ou arc anew donor or haven't donated in 2nundhs you
ret•ch•c S55 total ior your Ist 2donaiions uith .-urrent ~IU ID.

Start donating ioda7
abi Bio~f..,._li~d Cente1·
ll••himl Subway 011 :ifh aa,••••
:i.'il 21st
Pb: :i2ft-ft713

Online Yearbook Photos

Now Being Accepted!
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FOR ACOOL PLACE TO STUDY OR
RELAX, OR WATCH MOVIES?

~

LEWISBURG, W.Va. (AP) than Ihave been in 29 years,"
- It was a fun night for Adams said.
Hunter "Patch'' Adams at Adams' plans have not
Lewisburg's Carnegie Hall changed much.
auditorium.
He wants to build a140-bed
Before astanding room only facility with 40 beds for
crowd of 500 Tuesday, Adams patients, 40 beds for visitors
shared the new developments and 60 beds for the hospital
in his quest to bring a free staff.
health clinic that .combines The hospital not only would
humor and health care to offer the latest in traditional
rural West Virginia.
and alternative medicine, but
Adams, 54, announced that in keeping with his mix of
Gesundheit! Institute would humor and health, also would
begin building housing for the · include waterslides, a comphysicians who will provide munity whoopee cushion and
care at the hospital on a310- perhaps atrolley.
acre tract of land near Adams said he hopes to
Hillsboro.
raise about $120 million, with
Adams created the institute up to $36 million to be used
20 years ago with the goal of for construction. The remainbuilding a fjee hospital to ing funds would be put into a
provide surgery, obstetric and trust with the interest used to
gynecological care, pediatrics, operate the hospital, he said.
internal medi ·ne, psychiatry, Many attendees shared his
ophthalmology, acupuncture, view and either purchai;ed his
chiropractic care, homeopa- book, "Gesundheit!" or left
thy, massage therapy, faith donations. At the end of the
healing "and things that you discussion, Adamt-i autohaven't heard of."
graphed copies of his book
For the last 28 years Adams and posed for pictures.
has tried unsuccessfully to He also invited attendees to
get funding for the project. an open house at Gesundheit!
The movie "Patch Adams," Institute. Adate for"the event
starring Robin Williams as will be posted on the
Adams, has helped attract the Institute's Website.
interest of anonymous donors Adoctor had offered him an
who Adams said will con- 18-bed hospital in Nebraska
tribute the money to get his for the Gesundheit! Institute,
dream hospital up and run- "but we've made a commitning.
ment to West Virginia,"
"I am more sure of it now Adams said.

The Quality Source

Interested in having your group,
organization, or just personal photos
displayed on the qg_qq Online
Yearbook?
If your answer is yes, then please bring
yo_µr photos to MSC room 2W3'l or call
6q6-6770 for more information.
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NCAA adds
color to
new offices

ABOVE: Andrew
Stratton
demonstrates
alifeconstruction
vehi
c
l
e
for
on
in "Red Rover GoesMarsto
Mars"
RIGHT:
Steven Kimes,
Martinsburg senior, shows

Ben Dillinger how to make a
drum machine out of
LEGOS to be used on Mars.
This is part of "Red Rover
Goes to Mars."

photos by Diane Ponorff

Space capsule found after 38 years
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. um capsule sank after splash(AP) - After :38 year:; at the down when its hatch blew open
bottom of the sea, Gus prematurely and it filled with
Grissom's Mercury capsule was water.
brought ashore Wednesday on Grissom narrowly escaped
the anniversary of the flight drowning and insisted until his
that made him the second death in a 1967 Apollo launch
American in space.
pad fire that he did nothing to
"It brings back alot of emo- cause the hatch to blow.
tion," said Lowell Grissom, the The privately financed sallate astronaut's 65-year-old vage team did not find the capbrother, who welcomed the sal- sule's hatch, which could have
vage team back. "This' was the shed light on whether its exploonly craft that Gus didn't bring sive bolts malfunctioned or
home, and he w<TUld be whether Grissom activated
extremely pleased that Liberty them prematurely.
Bell 7is back."
On Wednesday, asteel drum
Liberty Bell 7arrivea by ship containing the capsule was liftat Cape Canaveral @e day ed by crane onto the dock and
after being pulled from the opened. Through the capsule's
Atlantic in remarkably good open hatch could be seen dancondition.
gling wires and apile of corrodGrissom made a 15-minute ed debris, along with gray and
suborbital flight aboard Liberty green fabric straps that held
7on July 21, 1961, but the 7 Grissom and his parachute in
1/2-foot aluminum and titani- place during the flight.

"This is pleasure," Max Ary
:-;aid as he sprayed water onto
the capsule to keep the chunks
of corrosion from hardening in
the sun.
The capsule will be taken to
Ary's Kansas Cosmosphere and
Space Center in Hutchinson,
Kan. There, it will be taken
apart, cleaned of salt and put
on display.
Ary proudly showed off two of
the seven Mercury dimes that
were still inside the spacecraft.
Grissom had taken them
aboard as souvenirs.
Not everyone was pleased.
Betty Grissom, the astronaut's widow, said once more
that she is against the restoration.
"At one time we thought this
was great, but how it's being
handled is -No," she said from
her Houston home. "This
restoring is just out of control.'

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) The designers of the new
NCAA headquarters here spun
the color wheel and it stopped
on "cantaloupe."
Showing off their new home
for the first time Wednesday,
NCAA officials made sure that
the color scheme of the fourstory building's towering atrium wasn't confused with some
other fruit, like peach.
"We're trying to create a
brighter environment," said
NCAA project manager Frank
Marshall.
Mission accomplished.
The association's belongings
will be packaged in about 8,000
boxes and will require nearly
40 tractor-trailers to transport.
The move was set in motion
in 1997, when Indianapolis
presented an incentive package totaling some $50 million,
including the new headquarters in White River State Park.
The NCAA relocation committee voted 7-1 for Indianapolis
over suburban Kansas City,
which had been home to the
NCAA since 1952.
AHall of Champions is still
under constructi_on and will
open next spring in conjunction
with the NCAA men's basketball Final Four at the nearby
RCA dome.
Once they arrive, employees
will keep mainly to the second,
third and fourth floors, which
house conference rooms and
offices. The offices consist
mainly of glass walls, intended
to create an open environment.
When the grand entrance to
the building is completed in
the fall, it will feature avideo
wall made up of 144 television
sets, located on the upper level
of the entrance hall and visible
from outside the building.
"We hope that will entice
people to come in," Marshall
said.
If that doesn't work, there's
always the cantaloupe atrium.
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Was it Bonnie or Clyde?
It took police awhile to figure out who they had captured
after a robbery at the First Federal Bank last week.
Authorities said the suspect, Patricia McGrath, 65, was disguised as aman, but fled the bank dressed as awoman.
Then came the strip search. It revealed McGrath has both
male and female physical features, said Fred Harran.
Bensalem Township's deputy director of public safety.
Over the years, McGrath had been arrested in five states
under male names, police said. The latest arrest is the first
time McGrath was charged as Patricia, though prison officials concluded that McGrath is "technically a male,"
Detective Edward Kisselback said.
During last week's robbery, the suspect - who bank
employees described as a man - demanded cash from a
bank teller before fleeing through aback exit and suddenly
adopting afemale appearance, police said.
When police later pulled McGrath over, he bad shed the
hat, glasses, gloves and shirt allegedly used in the robbery,
along with abandage used to flatten his breasts, police said.
He'd also donned awig.
"I definitely have to commend hi::, professionali:::,m,"
Ki:::,selback said. "He's pretty good at what he does - becoming a completely different person within seconds of a robbery."
McGrath is being held in the men's section of the Bucks
County prison on $1 million bail.
JONESBORO, Ark. (AP) -A pet wallaby who hopped to
freedom two months ago shall roam the Arkansas outback
no more.
Sharon Wewers said she received word Monday that her
year-old. 2-foot-tall marsupial named Buddy had been spotted at a home less than two miles away. She was able to
snatch him by the tail.
In his time on the lam, Buddy regularly startled motorists
on anearby highway. Authorities received numerou:::, calls re
Ms. Wewers said she had almost lost hope of recapturing
Buddy, who used to sit in her lap and hop his way onto the
back of afavorite recliner.
"I don't think a~ay went by that someone didn't ask me if
Ihad found him yet," she said. ' I'm so glad he's home."
ACOMA
- Another win and Jim
Rashid
won'PUEBLO,
t be al:l'le toN.M.
call it(AP)
gambling.
For the second time in two months, the Gallup businessman has hit the jackpot playing slot machines.
In May, he won nearly $6.3 million playing aMega.Jackpot
machine at the Sky City Casino west of Albuquerque. On
Monday, he won $1.9 million on aMegaJackpot machine at
an Acoma Pueblo casmo.
The MegaJackpot machines mNew Mexico are tied into a
network of more than 70 casinos in 11 states. The jackpot
grows as gamblers at all casinos play, and keeps building
until someone wins it all.
Rashid's initial win was the largest jackpot ever claimed a
casino in New Mexico and one of the largest among Indian
casinos nationally, Sky City officials said.

PREMIER STUDENT HOUSING

*

SPECIAL SAVINGS*
WITH AMARSHALL ID
~5% off Single-Seater Go Karts
1/3 off Two-Seater Go Karts

•Tri-State's Finest Golf Drive Range
large bucket $3 small bucket $2
(no charge on loaner clubs)
•All New 18 Hole Mini Golf
Play All Day $3.00/$2.00 w/MU ID
•Batting Cages Only $0.50
•Gran-Prix Go Kart Racing
•Wide Range Of Video Games
Ideal place for Birthday Parties, Church Groups,
Fraternity and Sorority Cuttings or those who just·
want to have agreat time.

2AND4
BEDROOM APARTMENTS

One EASY monthly payment includes
EVERYTHING!

•Electric Utilities Paid! •Full Sized Washer &Dryer• Basic Cable Paid
•Computer Lab •Basic Phone Paid •Fully Equipped Fitness Center
•Fully Furnished Apartments• Roommate Matching System
•Intrusion Alarm• Individual Leases (You are only responsible for yourself)
•Private Bathrooms Available

Your Family Fun Center.
UNIVERSITY COURTYARD APARTMENTS
CALL 304-522-8700
Located State Rt. 7io Proctorville, Ohio.
fax 304-522-8701
Just 2blocks west of the
2100 Sixth Avenue
new 31st bridge to Ohio. We're open to
Huntington, WV 25701
ht seven da saweek.- -

(
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John F. Kennedy Jr. 1960-1999
In memory
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Man kills for the sport

OUR VIEW

Iselnteriectimonleader
good

He's abanker, alawyer and afarmer.
He's ahusband, afather and Marshall's
interim president.
But more importantly, to Marshall, A.
Michael Perry is aHuntington native, a
Marshall graduate, ahard worker and easy
to talk to.
We have to admit when we heard a
banker/lawyer was going to lead our university until areal president is selected, we
became concerned.
We've all heard the tales - bankers only
care about money and lawyers are liars.
Perry probably has his share of money, but
take him out of his suit, slap some jeans and
aflannel shirt on him and you have atraditional West Virginian, not arich man. Also,
he has decided to use his Marshall salary as
money for scholarships. And he seemed to be
as honest as poss.ible.
He didn't pull the ' I'll tell you what you
want to hear" bit when editor Butch Barker
interviewed him. He didn't beat around any
bushes or say "no com,ment."
So he scored two points for public relations. But what about leadership skills?
Jackpot. ·
This man has and is the chairman of so
many boards and~ committees he could probably lead a blind-man through adark tunnel.
But he's never led auniversity. However,
years on the University System of West
Virginia Board of Trustees has given him
that insight he may have lacked from not
being an academician. Also, he has followed
much of Gilley's goals and understands
Marshall and its history.
He won't be here long, but he has the
capability of making adifference at Marshall
- either agood one or abad one. From what
we've seen so far we think it'll be agood differ!)nce.
·
Good luck Mr. Perry and good luck
:\1arshall University.
Let us know what you thinll about A.
Michael Perry as interim president. Email us
at parthenon@marshall.edu or drop us aletter to 311 Smith Hall.
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Whose
fault
can that be?
by TONY RUTHERFORD
guest columnist

one animal
for theKramer'
sport ofs it."Bless
You
doOnly
not have
to watchkillsStanley
the Beasts and the Children" to ascertain the
answer.
·Much like Butch Barker wrote in aprevious
column, I've also seen an abundance of violent
movies
in mybuzz
role our
as anames
film/stage
on the latest
shouldcritic.
be onBased
serial
killer
warrants.
But
Japanese
movies
more violent, why does their society havearea
lower
violent
crimethough,
rate? I'm also asurvivor of
Unlike
Barker,
physical
and
emotionally
vicious public school
persecutionTrue,
whichIlearned
makes meto write
aprimegood
terrorist
candidate.
sentence, but did not learn many socialaskills.
I'm
more
comfortable
interviewing
Clint
Eastwood
or Cheryl Ladd than asking a woman for a
date. Shell-shocks from high school persecution never
go away.
When Eastwood
visited
W.Va.
obtaining
an exclusive
interview did
not
occur
without
an
inadequacies
reminder.
An
aman my father admired. "He JFK Jr. was a man I could~ alum overheard me asking what time Clint
was aspecial man. Aman who have trusted. He toyed with act~ would do the interview. ' Why would he speak
cared about us," my father told ing, partied during college, with you," the high school alum mocked? He
me as achild.
flunked the bar exam, passedt
wasday!told to meet
JFK became ahistorical figure the bar exam, practiced law, dropped
Eastwoodhisat drink,
1:30 p.m.when
the Inext
However,
re-running
college
years later
like
Iadmired. He was the subject of gave up law and formed political Josie
"Never Been Kissed" Grossie
"reran"
at least half the essays or per- magazine "George." He lived a high school
helped mewoman,
heal. Thanks
to
the
love
sonality sketches Iwrote during normal life. He didn't practice from a wonderful
we attended a
elementary and high school. phoniness or possess many polit- homecoming dance (she first taught
mecheered
how to
Which means Ialso learned alot ical characteristics.
swing
and
slow
dance
in
private),
about
JFK
Jr.,
his
mother
He
preferred
taxi
cabs
and
BUTCH
at football games (and converted
the
Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis subways over limousines and together
play-by-play to stage left, stage right, fumbled
and his sister Caroline Kennedy preferred rollerblading shirtless the
theatrical lingo) , tutored her in
Schlossberg.
over horseback polo. He was a Frenchprop, visited
her churches
home church
forpractice
mass
saw the photos and the film wealthy man, but was more rich ("No, Tony, Catholic
do not
Atear filled my eye as I sat of I"John-John"
saluting his in charm and personality.
open
communion
like
the
Newman
Center!
It's
glued to the television Sunday assassinated
father
in
1963.
I
At
the
age
of
38
years
old,
JFK
too late, open your mouth and swallow!") and
night.
saw
him
stand
with
his
family
Jr.'
s
life
was
cut
short.
His
death
accompanies
her
on
a
trip
to
the
Big
Apple
Like millions of others in the
his uncle Robert Kennedy also ended the chance for many (where we actually kissed to the top of the
world, I was hoping for amira- whenlaid
to rest following his of us to live through a new Empire State Building)!
cle. But that didn't happen. was
untimely
in 1968.
Kennedy legacy. Many of you Now, here's where you tar, feather and shudInstead, Brian Williams of But whatdeath
Iwitnessed through may not have studied history der(!)
label me politically incorrect. Blamers
MSNBC told me and others via the years after
JFK
Jr.
had
with a"Kennedy specialization," scapegoat
the media to deter introspective
the television, that John grown into aman is what capti- but
you
would
have
benefited
examination
the contributions
violence
Fitzgerald Kennedy Jr., his wife vated me. He became a heart from JFK Jr. as a president. made by theseof"comfortable"
icons tobelow.
(I'm
Carolyn Bessette Kennedy and throb,
"People"
magazine'
s
Even
if
he
never
became
presinot
condemning
the
ENTIRE
attitude
or
moveher sister Lauren Bessette were "Sexiest Man Alive" and ajour- dent, his numerous community ment; I'm referring to extremes.)
presumed dead. When the bodservice programs would have 1. JUSTICE SYSTEM -Three strikes -yer
ies were found in the Atlantic nalist.
only did we share atrade thrived.
out philosophies aside, the "system" sucks. A
Ocean off Hyannis port - Not
journalism
I
also
hoped
for
only explored politics with retired
judge who"This
was should
trying anhaveassault
Wednesday, that made the this man to lead my country hisHemagazine
but
he
had
it
in
his
case toldW.Va.
an attorney,
been
unimaginable believable.
some
day,
like
his
father
led
blood.
settled
on
the
street.".
Justice
belongs
to the
Despite my young age of 22, I mine. Ihoped to see JFK Jr. and He would have been anatural. rich and famous. For everyone else,
the
kangahave always been a Kenn~dy
roo awaits.
Everyone
still in prison thanks to
enter the White House Iwould have•k>ved it.
family fan. I was raised by a Carolyn
Zain, raise
your hands!
revive "Camelot" - the Butch Barker is editor of The Fred
2.RADICAL
WOMENS
father that became aman and 'and
r
oyal
nickname
the
Kennedy
Parthenon.
Comments
can
be
have converted goalsMOVEMENT
of equality intoentered the Navy during John F. White House received during. directed to him at barker14- Radicals
statements
of
superiority.
Women
not child
need
Kennedy's eresidency. JFK was JFK's term from 1960-1963. @marshall.edu.
men anymore except their spermdoand
support.
Check
out
these
"weapons:"
When
male asks for adate or expresses his admira-a
tion, the female may scream harassment. Then
dumpee,yelltries"obsessed".
to win herorback
, she
good time. We've also shared she just turned 16. I feel some- when
(or
herthefriends)
"stalker."
some pretty personal stories and thing for her that I've never felt Finally,
women
tell
women
they
do
not
I feel like we've bonded. Should about any girl Ihave ever met. I men, that only weak women haveneeda
tell him how I feel or should I dream about asking her out and boyfriend/husband, and that the "girls" will
just forget about him? He has a falling hopelessly in love, but for ensure
they "do it all."
reputation as being somewhat of now, we only flirt at work. Iwish 3. "TAKING
CAREMount
OF ME"Olympus,
-When your
your
a player and the fact that I'm I could get the courage to ask self-esteem
the younger sister of his friend her our or at least tell her how I head fills withreaches
to do itanyone
all alone."
doesn't make me any more confi- feel, but my fear is that she'll Coupled with the"its"me"coolpriority,
who
dent that I have achance with freak out at my confession of the audacity to tell ME that I have mishim. I'd really like to date him, love and think I'm atwisted 20- has
taken attitudes and thoughts, well, they're
but Idon't want to get rejected. year-old-freak. I don't want to WRONG!
HELP ME
4. INSTANT
-Broadway'
What should Ido?
feel this way about her, Ijust do. "Annie"
promisedGRATIFICATION
that tomorrow will
be betters
Too involved
Please help me out.
than today. No one waits till tomorrow.
Dear Involved,
Seeking Sixteen
5. POWERLESSNESS -Authority figures
It's only a fling until your Dear Seeking:
Dear Harlan,
point to the
lack ]leroes,
adults
gets flung and then it She's very beautiful, but she succumb
to random
acts ofyetroadordinary
rage, drive-by
I hooked up with this guy heart
things
gets
smashing.
This
relais
also
very
young.
My
thinking
shootings,
or
"going
postal"
on
the
job.
Thosea
who's afriend of my brother and tionship, if you choose to call it is that it's always nice to date just
barely makin' it have no hope. They grab
several years older than me. We that, is at that point where you someone without the risk of get- weapon,
get theircontemplating
mug on the tube,
and
take
had a one-night stand, but it either define what you two have ting arrested after you break-up. control (without
consequences)!
turned into aweekend fling that
having anything. There's nothing wrong with get- 6. JUDGMENTAL NARROW
MINDED
turned into aonce-a-week affair. orSinceyouyou'stop
v
e
shared
some
pretty
ting
to
know
her
as
a
friend,
but
-Where Christ taught compasIt's lasted several weeks. I had
and have a that's all. It's just in order to see CHURCHES
love, forgiveness and giving, many
no intentions of getting serious, personal stories
connection, there's her as only a friend you must sion,
church members would toss Jesus off the steps,
just playing around. But after smashing
nothing
wrong
with
talking
to
first
stop
looking
at
her
as
a
call 911 and
jailfrom
for
spending some time with him, him and seeing if there's poten- potential girlfriend.
They'have
d thenhimsingtaken
"praisetoHim
I'm beginning to develop feel- tial for more.
*Harlan is not alicensed psy- vagrancy.
whom all blessings flow."
ings for him.
chologist,
therapist
or
physician,
politically
Ihaven't told him this because
Harlan,
but he is alicensed driver. Write 7. INTOLERANCEprogram. Don't fit?GetYouwithare aahate
crime
I'm pretty sure he isn't interest- Dear
m faced with areal dilemma. Help Me, Harlan! via e-mail at correct
target!
ed in me. However, we get along AI'person
I
work
with
is
extremeharla
n@he
lp
me
ha
rla
n.
Not surprisingly, asurvey of men and women
smashingly and always have a ly beautiful.I'm 20 years old and Distributed by lj-WIRE.
revealed that neither gender could point to a
' good" male and female relationship. Since
men
women
kill
for theANDsport
of it,arehowthedoonly
we animals
stop the who
slaughter? Offer Mars and Venus classes? All men
and women
equally.regardless
Until weof
start
taking ARE
care ofcreated
each other
race,
gender,
religious
beliefs,
and
status,
,__ ,;,
continues. We must find synergy now or hate
face
""
21st Century extinction.
/2 ~
/ I -., j_-"'I
Rutherford is afreelance film critic, "Curtain
\! - - The Parthenon - Letters
Call" columnist for ''Graffiti." a legal
Fax us your opinions at
Call The Parthenon at
Email The Parthenon at
311 Smith Hall,
researcher, entrepreneur and graduate student.
(304) 696-2519.
(304) 696-6696.
parthenon@marshall.edu
Huntington, WV 25755
He can be reached at rutherf3@marshall.edu.

JFK Jr.: An American Tragedy

No return to Camelot

Shorthook-up becomes longproblem

Let readers know your view. Contact us . .
BY MAIL

·a~ -•

BY FAX BY PHONE BY EMAIL
=
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Page edited by Butch Barker
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MUPD website designed to prevent
crime with help fromthe lntemet

Interim
chief
a
family
•From page 1 man

and Ihad our first opportunity
to observe alive musical stage
performance," Perry said.
"Marshall exposed me to the
wonders of an education and
the wonders of the world - like
music and the arts."
Those lessons are still with
Perry today. He is liked by colleagues, friends and the community. He works hard and
loves it and he and his wife sing
in the church choir.
Perry and his wife Henriella
are both Marshall graduates
and two of his three children
are as well. Perry's daughters
Michelle Blake and Melanie
Hall obtained an early childhood education degree and a
nursing degree, respectively.
Blake's husband is also a
Marshall graduate.
Perry said his son Audy Perry
didn't attend Marshall, but he
practices law in Huntington
and is aMarshall fan.
"Marshall is near and dear to
not only my wife and I, but our
whole family," Perry said. "We
have a great deal of our lives
invested in Marshall and I
want to ensure Marshall stays
in top shape so our grandchildren can experience it."

Thursday, July 22, 1999

by BLAINE MULLINS
reporter

photo by Diane Pottorff

Interim president A. Michael Perry stands in front of aone-room
school house at his farm museum in Wayne County. Perry will
take over as temporary president August 1after J. Wade Gilley
assumes office at the University of Tennessee.

broad array of backgrounds
and experiences," Perry said.
"I've been active in banking,
health care,education and ecoLife before and after Marshall nomical development."
Perry, 63, is a Huntington
natiye. He grew up in the West few of his favorite things
end and graduated from APerry~said
no matter what he
Huntington High School in achieves in life,
his faith in God
1954.
and
his
family
the most
Perry did not travel very far important things toarehim.
to college and that was more "I went home in the fifth
than alight for him.
and told my mother Imet
After graduating Marshall in agrade
girl who was perfect for me,"
1958, Perry attended the West Perry SQ.id. "She turned out to
Virginia University School of be my wife."
Law where he obtained a law Daryl Docterman, Perry's
degree. in 1961. He then pastor
at Beverly Hills Baptist
returned to Huntington where Church~said
is definitely
he practiced law for 20 years. afamily"manPerry
In 1981 Perry became chair- chores in life. despite his other
man of First Huntington "I've never known anyone
National Bank, which was the him," Docterman said. "I've
start of his life as abanker. He like
known people with power and
continued as chairman when influence
never knew one
his bank was sold to Banc One to balancebut
things like him. His
in 1985.
and family are very
Perry has also been a mem- career
to him. He's very
ber ,of the WVU board of important
balanced."
trustees, Mary Randolph Perry said the farm he leads
Cancer. Center in Morgantown is his second favorite thing. His
board Marshall board of adviMuseum and
sors:• 1University System of Heritagein Farm
Wayne County feaWest Virginia Board . of Village
tures
thousands
Trustees and Genesis Hospitals that he displays tooftheantiques
public.
board.
farm is more than ahobby
"I
am coming into this posi- The
or
an
extra
business
to
Perry.
tion (interim president) with a is atribute to Appalachian her-It
• Successful leadership and
proven administrative effectiveness.
• Ability to work. with
University constituencies.
From page 1
• Dedication to working with
diversity and adiverse group of
"Everyone knows there is people.
going to be apermanent leader • An interest in assisting in
but they will still look to him the selection and search
(Perry) as aleader," Gould said. process for the next president.
Manning said when the "When we consider apermaboard began the selection nent president, the expected
process for an interim presi- knowledge of WestVirginia and
dent, they had selected criteria Marshall will be less," Manning
said.
which they followed.
··An interim must begin
This criteria included:
immediately and the job is over
•Aproven work ethic.

Perrypowers
has
full
•

®

itage.
"I like to show how hard our
ancestors worked to put roofs
over their heads," Perry said.
"We should be proud of our heritage. They were hard-working
people."
Those traits are so important
to preserve because people can
learn from the past, Perry said.
"The characteristics our
ancestors possessed that
caused them to survive are the
same we need today to thrive,"
Perry said. "Society will go
through changes in years to
come.
"H's vpry important our
young learn to be the best they
can be - like our ancestors."
Perry's third choice is an
obvious one to most who know
him - his work.
Huntington Mayor Jean
Dean and search committee
member, said Perry is afriend
of hers and he is one of the
hardest workers she has seen.
' Mike has had a diverse
career as a lawyer, a banker
and a farmer," Dean said.
"Anyone who enjoys work like
Mike is successful. Gilley
preached for an interactive university and Iknow Perry will
continue that. His experience is
outstanding."
relatively quickly so it is important to have an' understanding
of the institution and the
state,"he said. "The permanent
president will have more time
and will be in .the job for
longer."
Gould said the selection of a
new president and the role of
the interim are two separate
things, which would not cause
aproblem for either person.
"They will be totally different
situations, the search process
will not affect the effectiveness
of the interim," Gould said.
"One is an on-going operation
and the other is selective.

"Thieves don't just go
after students ."

Marshall Public Safety is providing an opportunity for students old and new to "take a
bite out of crime" with the click
of abutton.
"We want students, faculty
and staff to get online and utilize the services MUPD is offering the campus community in
crime prevention," said Cpl.
Angie Howell, officer at
Marshall for seven years.
Howell explained the MUPD
web site, located at
http://web.marshall.edu/mupd/
MUPDCPT.html, provides
crime prevention tips in relation to larceny, theft, self
defense, personal safety and
emergency services offered
through MUPD.
Help phones, accessible at
several campus locations, a.re
one example of the emergency
services provided by the
department, Howell said.
' Help phones provide direct,
quick contact with MUPD in
the event of an emergency," she
said.
Howell said the web site provides acampus map that shows
the location of every help phone
positioned on campus. "There
are alot of students that don't
even know that these phones
are positioned around campus,"
she said. Howell explained
these phones are valuable to
the user in that "officers will
respond in amatter of minutes,
if not, seconds."
Another feature on the web
page is on-line property registration, which students, faculty

and staff should utilize to their
advantage, Howell said. Items
such as TVs, stereos, and computers can be registered by
name, description, serial number, model number, and estimated value, she explained.
Office equipment has been a
frequent target in university
thefts, Howell said. "Thieves
don't just go after students,"
she said. Items often stolen
from offices include computers,
laptops and textbooks, she
explained.
Howell said when office items
are stolen, the departments
become the victim. "If acomputer is stolen from an English
professor, the English department is as much the victim as
the professor because it is the
property of the department,"
she said. "The departments
should register and provide
adequate descriptions of all
office equipment on our web
site.
"Property registration helps
MUPD's inve8tigations regarding stolen items," Howell said.
She added that officers regularly check pawn shops for stolen
property, and that the information on registered items has
been helpful in previous inves-

Fun comes
from
• From pageSGA
1

"One way to measure
the success is by looking around and seeing all the smiles ."

Doug Chapman said. "He asked
us if we could come out and talk
to the kids."
Chapman said he likes to
work ,,.,i,th children and most
enjoy meeting athletes.
Jacobs said the event was a
definite success and she hopes
the field day will continue.
"One way to measure the success is by looking around and
seeing all the smiles," Jacobs
said. "I know this is abig success. Ihope we will start doing
it regularly."
Bob Martin, Marshall alumni
and Fairfield East Community

T1~:b~:ri }© w:1H~'r?
Scratch lhat itdl wltl Il e Pll'lheaan
reporters

call 696-6696

Cpl. Angie Howell
MUPD

Brandi
Jacobs
8GA preti1dent
Center director, said he agreed
to bring a group of children
when Beckett informed him of
the event.
"I feel the community hasn't
used Marshall and does not
have the accessible view of
Marshall," Martin said. "The
kids had agreat time,:,
Martin said he would like to
see if he could get some students to do mentoring and

5

tigations.
Howell said students are
strongly encouraged to register
their bikes, because bike theft
is arecurring crime, more likely to happen in the upcoming
months of August and
September. The web page provides information on the recommended locks for preventing
bicycle theft, she said. All registration is free of charge, she
added.
Howell said it is encouraged
that students also review the
credit card safety tips provided
on the web page. "What happens is that credit card companies target students to sign up,
and stu~nts often give these
companies their campus
address," she said.
"Several people go through
the mail before it ends up in the
campus mailbox and credit
cards are easy to spot in an
envelope," she explained.
"Also, in the event of a room
change (in dormitories), a student could get another student's credit card if the company doesn't know there is a
change of address."
Howell said the credit card
safety tips inform students on
proper means of securing credit
card !)Umbers. For example,
man),. students do not know
that ·credit card numbers can
appear on receipts, and an outsider can sort through the
trash and easily acquire those
numbers, she explained.
Those interested in learning
more about the web site and
related crime prevention programs can contact Howell at
696-6409.
tutoring.
Jayna Meadows, track team
member and supervisor at
Fairfield East, would like to see
the program continue because
of the positive influence it had
on the children.
Fairfield East brought 16-17
children to field day.
"I think this is wonderful. l
would like to see it definitely
continue," said Joy Bailey, a
parent who brought her daughter Jessica. "It was a great
experience."
"Not too many kids get to ~eet
collegiate athletes (or get) to
talk to and play with them,"
Rusty Newell of Wayne said.
"It was fun," Jessica Bailey
said. "I like playing football
with the (football players). I
scored one touchdown."

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
AT
MARSHALL UNJVERSITY
Providing confidential services, by appointment only.to MU ~tudcnts and
employees and to members of the Huntington Community for:

••Anxiety
Depression&Worry
••Job
~r S~hool Stress .
Habit
D,_sorders
(Smoking,
•Problems
Marriage/Relationship
O~ereatmg,
.
•Child
Conductothers)
&Leaming
••Test
FamilyAnxiety
Difficulties
Probiem_s
•Other adJu~tl!Jent
Qroblems
For further infonnation call The Psychology
Chmc at 696-2772
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The -game of golf·_. to atee
From buying golf shoes to golf clubs - reporter Jason
Hutchinson goes through the motions of preparing for
the game of golf which he says, when carefully budgeted, can be possible for even financially challenged college students.
Next week in Life!
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Summerfest '99
schedule:
Thursday, July 22
4p.m. - gates open
4-7:30 p.m. - carnival rides free
6p.m. - The Perry
Sisters
8p.m. - Opening Act
Amy Chandy &
Southbound
Friday, July 23
photo courtesy of Drebb1t Drummond
photo courtesy of Regatta web site www.summerfest-wv.com
4p.m. - gates open
The band 'War' is the featured act Saturday at 10 p.m. at From left: Shaun McCoy, Chris "Drebbit" Drummond, Marty McCoy, Aaron Lutz, 4-7:30 p.m. - carniRonnie Casto make up Bobaflex which will open for Clutch Friday night.
Harris Riverfront Park for Summerfest '99.
val rides free
6p.m. - Rockin' on
the River
LE": The band
'Clutch' is the fea- 7p.m. - Opening Act
tured act
Blue Max
Friday at 10
8p.m. - Opening Act
p.m. at Harris
Riverfront Park
The lgnitors
for Summerfest
9:30 p.m. - Featured
'99.
Act "Mark Farmer" of
For more informa- Grand Funk Railroad
tion about this
year's
Saturday, July 24
Summerfest
check out their
9:30 a.m. - gates
website at
www.summerfest- open
10 a.m. - Custom
wv.com
Car Show and Summerfest I.J.S.B.A.
National Challenge
12 p.m. - Jimmy
Dean True Value
Country Showdown
4-7:30 p.m. - carnival rides free
by KRISTA CRAWFORD small children, some Man,hall to have acanopy over the stage. the tour," Burdick said. "This al water craft battlefield reach- 6p.m. - The Bing
staff writer
students are left wondering "If this years concert goes year is the first time we have ing top speeds of over 70 mph. Brothers
well maybe they will let me advertised this in magazines so
what is in it for us?
closed course is a buoy
p.m. - Opening
"No, Ididn't plan on going to "That is the point Iwould like have a cortcert on the main we are expecting at least 150 · ;fhe
marked track that is designed 8:30
Act The Return
the Summerfest this year be- to prove with this year's Clutch stage next year," Maynard said. people to show up."
to
keep
the
competition
tight.
cause Iheard it was all country concert," Don Maynard, coordi- The concert will start at 7:30 Registration for the event is Freestyle features an Ama- 9:30 p.m. - Zambelli
music," Keira Bordo, Clarks- nator of the Friday Rockin' on p.m. and the only charge will be at 7a.m. and the tour starts at teur and Pro Freestyle segment International
burg senior, said. the River event. "That if· we the $3 charged to enter the 8a.m. Cost for participation is that highlights the acrobatical Fireworks
$15 per person which include a abilities of these athletes and Show
"The only thing I thought bring in a nationally known regatta.
and the food and drinks
about going to was the jet ski band it will draw real well in Some other things that may T-shirt
water craft. Those particiavailable at the various stops. their
event and the Clutch show, but this area."
interest students:
pating perform a two-minute 1Op.m. - Featured
Iam not real sure if Iwill even Maynard, Huntington police- The 12th annual Summerfest Summerfest International routines
for a panel of seven Act "War"
go to those," Billy Guhl, man and owner of the Zone, 30/60/100 mile bicycle tour is Jet Sports Boating Association judges. Competitors
routines
National Challenge is sched- are made-up of a series
Marshall junior, said.
said last year was the first time Sunday July 25.
"I don't plan on going because he coordinated anything for the Dave Burdick, coordinator of uled for Saturday and Sunday choreographed tricks that areof Sunday, July 25
I have no idea what there is regatta bringing an industrial the event and owner of the at 10 a.m.
to music.
a.m. - Summerfest
there," Lee Plumley, Beckley band, Clank, to play on the side Huntington Bicycle Center, "This is the first time in six performed
"We are expecting 175 to 200 8
mile
said people from all over the years that we have had the jet participants.
senior, said.
stage.
ESPN will be 30/60/100
All three Marshall students "Last year the concert was Tri-State come to join the bike ski races," David Lee, coordina- there
on Sunday to tape the Bicycle Tour
tor of the event said. "It is an event which
asked expressed doubt to paid for by me. Over 700 kids tour.
will
be
aired
at
a
9:30 a.m. - gates
whether they were going to the showed up for it. It was great. "Those that are in the tour exciting sport and it brings a later date," Lee said.
Summerfest.
The venders said it was one of can choose how long they want lot of people out."
The Zambelli Fireworks open
Why? The common thread the top selling nights of last to go 30, 60, or 100 miles," Consisting of eight events the Show
10 a.m. Summerfest
is
9
p.m.
Saturday.
1999 National Tour will fea- "They put on around 4,000 I.J.S.B.A.
between the three was that years regatta," Maynard said. Burdick said.
National
they did not know what events This year the Rockin' on the The tour starts at the River- tures two different racing disci- shows
a
year.
They
just
got
done
were going on or they did not River concert features Clutch, front Park and has three stops. plines including closed course with one where they used Challenge
think the events were geared who's latest album is entitled The 30 mile stop is in Get- racing and surf racing, each 48,000 tons of fireworks and 700 12 p.m. Helicopter
towards them.
"The Elephant Riders."
away, Ohio. The 60 mile stop is awarding its own points and wires in the show," Lee said.
With most of the concerts Local bands Chizel and Boba- in Waterlough, Ohio, and the prize money.
The US. Army Drop that was show
consisting of country and clas- flex are the opening bands for race ends at the 100 mile stop The closed course race is sim- scheduled
12 p.m. Sunday, 4p.m. I.J.S.B.A.
sic rock, the· events including this concert.
which is on the Bob Evens ilar to a motocross on the July 25 hasforbeen
changed
water. It is handle-bar to han- helicopter show. Lee
the Star Family Circus, the Maynard said that they were Farm in Rio Grande, Ohio.
said tothea Awards Ceremony
"On average we have be- dle-bar competition that pits

0

ummer est

Rock bands, jet skiing, bike tour
geared toward college students

mounted horse patrol review putting a 4foot stage in the
will be on display
and the carnival rides made for amphitheater and were going tween 100 and 150 people in rider and machine in aperson- helicopter
after the event.

'American Pie' atasty slice of teen-age comedy

~eview

by ROBERT McCUNE
for The Parthenon

"American Pie" - there's just
something about your first
piece.
And there's just something
about that movie, the teen-age
coming-of-age story that stayed
strong at the box office this
past weekend, raking in $13.56
million - second only to film-'
maker Stanley Kubrick's last
hoorah, "Eyes Wide Shut"
($21.71 million).
It's not the star-studded cast

***·

- 'cause there is none. The
bulk of the young actors and
actresses are newbies, fresh •American Pie,' is rated A
faces, unknowns. That's not and is now showing.
necessarily anegative, however
- it seems to bring a dose of aren't flocking to this film for
reality, aboy-next-door quality, the drama or the romance.
an "I've got a friend just like They'
ve come for the pie, and
that" reaction.
for the flute. It's all
And it's not the original sto- they stay
the shock factor. Today's
rytelling - cause we've all about
viewers want to see their jaws
seen aplot like this one before, drop,
want to turn red in the
when it was called "Can't face and
wonder just what
Hardly Wait" or "Porky's." A
twist will be revealed
group of high school seniors raunchy
with their eye on the prize - next.
previews promise plenty
senior prom and the big ofThe
action - "One
SCORE (a rite of passage timejaw-dropping
at band camp, I stuck a
romp).
Audiences across the country flute in ... "- and the movie

doesn't fail to deliver. Most of
the blushing laughter comes at
the cost of Jim (played by Jason
Biggs), ahigh school senior and
virgin who is literally caught
with his pants down in front
mom and dad (the hilarious·
Eugene Levy) and later strikes
out sexually in alive Internet
performance.
The screwball antics of
friends, Kevin (Thomas Ian
Nicholas), Oz (Chris Klein) and
Finch (Eddie Kaye Thomas),
add laughs and life to the picture, as the foursome set out on
amission to lose their virginity
before high school is over - DDay is prom night, of course.
Jim takes his chances with

the foreign exchange student,
Nadia (Shannon Elizabeth),
who invites herself over to his
house for a study session that
turns into an Internet strip
show, and later a flute player
(Alyson Hannigan from TV's
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer")
who has an annoying fascination with band camp and does
strange things with her instrument.
Finch, who drinks mochaccino
in the hallway and whose concern for sanitation has him running home every time he's got to
use the bathroom, relies on the
all-powerful power of gossip paying agirl to spread rumors
about his sexual orowess.

Kevin's got a girlfriend, but
his chances at sex seem no better than his misfit friends. His
girlfriend, Vicky (Tara Reid),
wants the experience to be special, and Kevin isn't ready to
say those three words she's
waiting for "I love you."
Oz, who plays lacrosse and
football and strikes out early on
with acollege girl, searches for
his sensitive side and signs up
for the school choir to scope for
chicks.
The experience proves educational, in the end, as the guys
learn there's more to sex than
scoring and sometimes you win
by not playing the game.

